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Biological Holocaust Monetary Fund (IMF), set up national assets pacities that could help connect Asia and
for takeover. Europe.”

Khanasari, who is also the head of theAburizal Bakrie is chairman of the Indo-HIV Can Be Transmitted
nesian Chamber of Commerce and current State Terminals Organization (STO), saidby Kissing, Says Expert majority shareholder of Bakrie and Brothers that Iranian transport fleets face no serious
and its affiliated five firms, including ag- problems travelling through Europe. He crit-

French researcher Prof. Luc Montaigner, the riculturalfirmBakrie SumatraPlantation, te- icized the restricted amount of foreign ex-
scientist who discovered that Acquired Im- lecom operator Bakrie Elektrindo Co., min- change allotted by banks, as having delayed
mune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is ing firm Arutmin Indonesia, chemical firm the renovation of the state’s international
causedby the HumanImmunodeficiencyVi- Bakrie Kasei Corp., and satellite-based firm transportation system,but heexpressed hope
rus (HIV), revealed that HIV can be trans- Iridium. At an extraordinary general meet- that the issue would be settled within three
mitted through kissing. He was speaking at ing of Bakrieand Brothers on Aug.28, Abur- to four years.
an AIDS workshop in Kampala, Uganda, on izal reported that the group’s debt-restruc- “Under the Third Five-Year Economic
Aug. 29, the Ugandan daily The Monitor re- turing program will lead to foreign creditors Development Plan [March 2000-March
ported. taking over 95% of the family’s equity in the 2005], the STO would deposit a part of its

Montaigner, who is president of the conglomerate in exchange for its accumu- budget with the banks, so that these, in turn,
World Foundation for AIDS Research and lated debts of $1.05 billion. Aburizal’s cur- can provide the STO with fivefold the
Prevention, explained that salivary glands rent 55% stake will collapse to 2.5%. Com- amount, to finance necessary business,” he
contain viral components and can transmit pany President Irwan Syarkawi said that, said. Khansari did not elaborate the shape
these components to a partner. He said that once finalized, the debt-restructuring plan this transit corridor will take, nor other tech-
there is need for a study to explain why HIV would also translate into foreign creditors nical details.
infection has led to an epidemic, and also for taking 95% control of all five of the subsid- On Aug. 26, Iranian Minister of Road
research into the increasing cases of hetero- iary firms. and Transportation Mahmoud Hojati de-
sexual transmission in tropical areas and the There’s justone catch.Under Indonesian scribed the Kerman-Zahedan rail line as “an
relevance of transmission-prevention pol- law, foreigners are not allowed majority arterial route” between Europe and Asia.
icies. ownership insome sectors, including mining The rail line, now under construction, ex-

Montaigner said that some of the prob- and plantations. In mining, for example, tends from Kerman in central Iran to Zahe-
lems facing researchers into an AIDS vac- there is a 49% capon foreignholdings, above dan on the border with Pakistan, and is the
cine in tropical countries, include inadequate whichfirms are subject to mandatory divest- only unfinished part of the southern route of
animal models and virus variability. He said iture. The debt restructuring is being held up, the Eurasian Land-Bridge. Hojati stated that
that he intends to start testing an AIDS vac- in part, until the government guarantees that “the railroad enjoys international impor-
cine in two years’ time, which will work both it will respect the foreign shareholder’s tance.”
as a therapy and a vaccine. He said this re- claim. The fact that Iran is becoming a stabiliz-
search requires close to $20 million. ing factor, economically and strategically, as

Montaigner called for the creation of an the fourth component of the Russian-China-
AIDS foundation, a prevention network and India “Survivors’ Club,” is a source of great
centers, and research, which the French Em- frustration for Anglo-American geopoliti-Infrastructure
bassy in Uganda is willing to sponsor. cians who want to pit Islam against Russia,

Lyndon LaRouche and associates were India, and China.Iran Promotes Transportamong the first, if not the first, to make the
point that the saliva of AIDS victims con- Corridor to Russia, India
tained farhigher concentrationsof HIVvirus
than semen. Middle East“A new corridor stretching from the north to

the south, which will link Russia, Iran, and
India, is being considered for international Jordan Wants To Start
transport and transit,” Iranian Deputy Roads Work on Red-Dead CanalIndonesia and Transportation Minister Masoud Khan-
sari said in Tehran on Aug. 30. “Organiza-
tions and bodies involved in the transport of An official in the Jordanian Water MinistryIMF Bailout Leads
goods believe the new transit highway said that the Ministry will soon resume newto Foreign Takeover would facilitate and speed up the process of and detailed studies on a project to build a
transportation,” he told the Iranian News canal between the Red Sea and the Dead Sea,

and will also review the previous studies thatOne of Indonesia’s leading family conglom- Agency. He touched on the readiness of Eu-
rope to invest massively in new corridorserates, Bakrie and Brothers, provides a use- had been made on this project, according to

the Aug.28 issue of the Arabicdaily Al-Qudsful object lesson about how the international linking Iran and Russia, saying, “We did our
best to introduce Iran’spotentialities, andca-oligarchy’s tools, such as the International Al-Arabi.
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Briefly

FACTORY ORDERS in the
United States posted the biggest one-
month decline ever in August, col-

Al-Quds reports that the project, which Japan can do to help. For our part we have lapsing 7.5%, or $30.5 billion, the
costs about $3.2 billion, is expected to pro- asked the Japanese to finance the cost of Sept. 1 Wall Street Journal reported.
duce about 700 million cubic meters of fresh training African candidates in manyfields in The retail sales index for August was
water (through desalination and reverse os- Malaysia, and they have actually undertaken the lowest in three years, and the Na-
mosis), most of which (500 million cubic to do that.” tional Association of Purchasing
meters) would be used by Jordan. Water On privatization, Mahathir said, “It may Managers reported a decline in manu-
Ministry sources said that “this project be necessary for African countries to facturing contracts to the point that
would secure a renewable water source for strengthen the capacity of the indigenous the sector is shrinking.
Jordan to meet its deficit of fresh water be- people before undertaking privatization. Of

course, the international community is urg-yond 2010,” and stressed that “it will help SUDAN’S state-owned National
maintain the water levels in the Dead Sea, as ing for immediate privatization because they Petroleum Co. plans to lay pipelines
well as contributing to the national economic know that if you cannot sell to your own peo- to supply Eritrea and Ethiopia with
development plans.” ple, they will come in and take over. But if petroleum derivatives from the Khar-

you allow them to take over, it will be disas- toum refinery, the state news agency
trous.” SUNA reported on Aug. 28. The firm

plans to study the feasibility of a pipe-Economic Policy
line to export crude oil from the Adar-
yel fields in Upper Nile, south Sudan,Malaysia’s Mahathir Tells Thailand to Ethiopia.

Africans: Beware of IMF
JOSEPH STIGLITZ, a formerBangkok Elevated Rail

Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin World Bank chief economist, con-System Project RevivedMohamad advised African leaders concern- ceded that full market liberalization
ing International Monetary Fund (IMF) and for a developing country was a mis-

take, and said that “Malaysia did farWorld Bank policies, in an interview with Thailand and Germany’s Credit Bank for
Reconstruction (KfW) are reviving the col-the Zimbabwe Mirror during the Aug. 21 better than most countries when it in-

tervened . . . at an appropriate time”Southern Africa International Dialogue lapsed Bangkok elevated rail plan, the daily
The Nation reported on Aug. 15. The Statesummit (SAID 2000), hosted in Mozam- with capital controls and other mea-

sures to protect its economy. He wasbique, and in which the leaders of southern Railway of Thailand is conducting a study
with the KfW to complete the $2 billion proj-Africa participated. The interview was pub- speaking at a conference on “Central

Banking and Sustainable Growth inlished on Sept. 1. ect left undone by Hong Kong’s Hopewell
Holdings in the mid-1990s (before the fi-When asked what lessons African can the 21st Century,” in August.

learn from Malaysia, Mahathir replied, “We nancial crash in Summer 1997). The subway
and skyway plans were drastically down-have to understand that the world economic THE UN FOOD and Agriculture

Organization reported on Aug. 30environment is a very hostile one. Weak na- graded in favor of road building, due primar-
ily to the lack of “profitability” of the railtions are targets of economic attacks by the that one-fifth of the population in the

Asia-Pacific region, or some 525 mil-rich nations because they want to enrich systems. However, it is now recognized that
the gridlock in Bangkok will never be solvedthemselves at the expense of the poor. And lion people, are chronically malnour-

ished.the international agencies cannot be relied with more roads and more cars. Only 1% of
Bangkok transport is rail, compared to 50%upon to help, because they are instruments

of the rich countries. So we have to depend in most advanced sector cities. IRANIAN gas pipelines will start
delivering gas to Turkey by July 30,upon ourselves and not on others. That is the Meanwhile, the newly elected governor

of Bangkok, veteran politico Samak Sundar-lesson tobe learned.”Mahathir advisedAfri- 2001, Turkish Energy Minister
Cumhur Ersuemer announced oncan countries to learn from Malaysia’s expe- avej, has withstood heavy criticism and

stands behind his “14 projects” to developrience in order to avoid a “very traumatic ex- Aug. 25. The deal was signed in Sum-
mer 1996, but Turkey had failed toperience themselves.” Bangkok and the region. Pointing to the

KfW’s agreement to work with Siam Com-Asked if a dialogue with the West is pos- implement the project on its side of
the border for financial reasons.sible, Mahathir said that the Group of Eight mercial Bank to finance the various expan-

sion plans of the Bangkok Transit System,is “a very exclusive club and they are not
prepared to listen.Maybeone or twoof them, Samak has called for extending plans for the ETHIOPIA is considering building

rail connections to Kenya and Sudan,Japan and France, may want to listen, but the skyway rail system to three surrounding
provinces. Other projects include three hugeothers are not interested.” The Japanese, he to get access to their ports, Vice Min-

ister of Transport and Communica-said, have “indicated that they would like to incinerators around the city, low-cost hous-
ing, and 300 low-cost-meal centers, as wellwork with Malaysia in Africa. . . . We have tion Ayenew Bitewilign said re-

cently.already had two meetingswith Japan in order as some road projects and office and conven-
tion complexes.to discuss the problems of Africa and what
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